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Dutch Artist Brigitt Reuver’s
Photorealistic Car Paintings

Cars of the
Eighties and
Nineties Are
Picking up
Steam
Written by
Davey G. Johnson
Picture a Ferrari. If you’re a teenager, it’s likely the latest F8 Tributo.
For the Gen-Xer or early Millennial
without an obsessive automotive
affinity, what springs to mind probably isn’t the latest sporting wonder
from Maranello or an early-sixties
250 GTO—one of which recently
sold for seventy million dollars. The
most likely candidates include a gorgeous-but-pedestrian 308 GTS, as
driven by Tom Selleck in Magnum,
P.I. or the white Testarossa driven
by Don Johnson during the final
three seasons of Miami Vice. And
with that cohort either entering or
firmly entrenched in its prime earning years, the collectability of those
cars, as well as other notables of the
era, has boomed.
Some cars, like the rivet-riddled,
spine-bisected Bugatti Type 57SC
Atlantic of 1936-38, occupy a rarefied stratosphere where they’ll be
considered blue-chip works of art
as long as high art’s a commodity. But most collector vehicles ride
waves where one model becomes
the hot ticket, and contenders who
find themselves priced out jump
on the model a rung below. Then
the process repeats. It happened
with muscle cars fifteen to twenty
years ago. For example, Plymouth’s
rare Hemi ’Cuda went crazy, lifting
the price of lesser 1970-’74
Barracudas.
What makes the eighties-nine-

ploded in popularity since its first
event in 2017. Open to cars built
in the 1980s and 1990s, the shows
encourage participants to don period dress from parachute pants to
grunge couture. While vehicle entries vary by location—due to lax
registration laws, Texas is a hotbed
of classics recently imported from
Japan, while somebody in the Midwest might just have hung onto a
mint eighties Chevy Celebrity Eurosport—the most popular entrants
are models from 1982-1994 BMW
3-series’ run.
The eighties 325i stood as the archetypical yuppie-mobile. The cars
were well-built, fun to drive, and are
reasonably easy to keep on the road.
As RADwood co-founder Bradley
Brownell notes, “It’s not a disposable car, but it’s not a museum car.”
It’s perhaps best to think of the
classic 3 as an analogue to the sixties Mustangs that have been clogging up car shows since the 1970s.
They’re plentiful, easily modified,
and quite affordable. That’s beginning to change, as eighties German
iron catches the eye of collectors.
As Brownell laments, “You’re not
going to find a $1500 Porsche 944
anymore.” For years, Porsche aficionados occupied themselves with
the classic 356 and the early 911 to
the exclusion of all other cars, save
for rarefied race-only machines.
The range-topping 928 languished
on the collector market. Despite being one of the fastest cars of its day,
it had a reputation for complexity.
Even the simplest repair could put
the owner deeply underwater on his
investment. With no financial upside, keeping one on the road was a
labor of love, and many a 928 found
its way to the junkyard. But the cars
that have survived have started to
gain in value lately.
One, a rare 1992 928 GTS, the
best of the breed from a performance and refinement standpoint,
recently sold for $155,000 as part
of RM Sothebys’ Youngtimer sale,
which the house spread across
four auctions on two continents.
Germans refer to classic cars as
“Oldtimers;” “Youngtimer” was
coined to denote a car on the cusp
of collectible status. Recently, some
Youngtimers, like the final Porsche
911s with air-cooled engines, have
hit nose-bloodying price points.
Feeding the hype machine, Porsche
raided its parts cache, built a brandnew 1997 911 Turbo S, and auctioned it off for charity last year.
The car sold for $3.1 million. The
kicker? It can’t be registered for the
road. Harsh realm, Mr. Porsche.
Harsh. Realm.
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sho Bijlmakers, will visit the subject
vehicle in person to discuss the project with the car’s owner, figure out
which angles to emphasize, and take
reference photographs. Then it’s off
to start painting—a process that can
take two hundred and fifty hours or
more. Newer artistic technologies
like airbrushes or digital manipulation could make it faster, she says,
but that would mean losing the classical portrait style that comes with
using traditional brushes.
It is not, as you might imagine,
an easy process. “The first week [of
a new project], I’m really excited,”
Reuver says. “The second week, I’m
ready to throw it out a window.” But
the added time and energy spent doing it the old-fashioned way are integral to her paintings’ hard-to-define qualities that separate a picture
from a piece of art.
“If you stand in front of the real
painting,” she says, “you will feel it.”
In the art world, however, talent
without inspiration gets you nowhere. The magic in Reuver’s pieces
comes from her eye for the beauty in
the horsepower-laden beasts. “My
artwork really focuses on the design
end of things,” she says. Aerodynamics draw her eye in, as well, she
says. “The lines, the reflections—
there’s a lot of skill in developing a
car.”
The appeal extends beyond
just the shape of the sheet metal,
though. Reuver says she sees liberty in the lines. Growing up in the
middle of nowhere, the automobile
came to represent the possibility
within mobility. “For me, cars have
always been [about] freedom,” she
says. “If you have a car, you can go

anywhere.”
One glance at her Instagram
account is enough to tell that her
career has helped bring her across
Europe, and a trip to Shanghai is
likely on tap for the near future, she
says, though she has her eyes set on
the United States, where the first
painting she ever sold wound up.
“[It] might be interesting to come to
America,” she says. “That’s on my
to-do list.”
Also on the potential list of action
items, she says: setting up an online
auction for the pieces she’s done on
spec. So far, the artwork she’s sold
has largely been to owners of highend cars who’ve commissioned
portraits of their babies; however,
she also has several pieces she did
for no one in particular, which she
says she might be willing to sell to
the public. (While she’s not willing
to discuss how much the pieces sell
for, “if you know the way they’re
made,” she chuckles, “you can infer
that they aren’t very cheap.”)
Still, while the future may be
bright for this young artist, it’s not
without issues. It can be tricky, she
admits, being a female artist working in the automotive realm, which
is dominated by men—many of
whom carry their own stereotypes
about women. That said, it can also
be an advantage, especially when
trying to get noticed in the name of
advancing a career. “In a room of a
hundred old, gray car guys, I’m the
only young blonde woman there,”
she says.
“Besides,” she quips, “the car
world is the first place I’ve been
where there are no lines for the ladies’ room.”

Mobility

Item

You’d be forgiven for thinking at
first glance that Brigitt Reuver’s
work involves some sort of trickery.
After all, how could anyone craft a
painting of a car that looks that realistic? How could anyone capture not
just the appearance, but the very essence of a piece of machinery using
a few brushes, a bit of acrylic paint,
and some high-end canvas?
But the portraits of supercars and
classic cars Reuver makes aren’t
Photoshopped snapshots; they’re
one-off works of art, made by human hands and eyes. Even more astoundingly, the hyper realistic pieces come from the hand of someone
who’s been in the professional art
world for less time than it took Michelangelo to complete the ceiling
of the Sistine Chapel.
“I’ve only been painting for two
and a half years now,” the twentyseven-year-old Dutch artist, who
went to school for psychology and
media design, says.
That’s not to say Reuver wasn’t
bitten by the creative bug at an early
age. As a child, she took to pen and
paper readily, drawing early and often. On the advice of her parents,
however, she choose not to study
art, instead heading off to university to rack up several degrees and
get what she now calls a “grownup job.” But before long, she says,
she realized she needed to follow
her heart into the art world before
the boredom and monotony of the
office life her folks suggested began
to feel suffocating. Leaving her work
with only a broad sense of wanting
to pursue a creative path and having long felt drawn to automobiles,
she decided to take a stab at painting
one—and in her own words, everything just clicked.
“It sounds very cheesy,” she says,
“but it was kind of a destiny moment.”
It was also, she would later discover, a return to form. While
moving recently, “I found my old
sketchbooks,” she says. “Turns out
I’ve been drawing cars since I was
around four.”
Back in those days, she was
sketching supercar mélanges—
sleek red speed machines inspired
by the Lamborghini Countachs and
Ferrari Testarossas she saw in video
games. These days, however, she’s
painting cars like the Ford GT, the
Jaguar XKR-S, and the Ferrari LaFerrari—a 950-horsepower hybrid
speed machine—whose prospective
buyers have to be invited by the
carmaker to be able to purchase
it—which currently sells on the
used market for three million USD
or more.
This in spite of, by her own admission, no deep well of automotive
enthusiasm until recently. Her interest in cars may date back years,
but years of grinding away in other
fields left her with little time to learn
the ins and outs of motor vehicles.
So over the last couple years, “I’ve
been catching up with crazy speed,”
she says. “My friends are getting
very annoyed with my car talk.”
Reuver’s process these days is a
bit more involved than scribbling on
sketchpads. Each piece takes around
two to three months from start to
finish, she says. Usually, she and the
photographer she works with, An-
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Collector’s
ties collector-car boom interesting
is that the early 1980s are widely
considered a nadir of automotive
development. Automotive writer
Murilee Martin coined the phrase
“Malaise Era” for the period roughly
spanning 1973-1983. Still running
on the hubris that had propelled
it through the postwar era, the
American auto industry found itself
constrained by regulations meant
to improve air quality and caught
flat-footed by the oil shocks of 1973
and 1979. It responded by turning
out a cavalcade of wholly unmemorable heaps.
During the Malaise Era, the Japanese had a reputation as constructors of quality motorcycles, but their
small, lightweight automobiles were
viewed as suspect tin cans. Volkswagen persisted in foisting variants of
the archaic Beetle on customers,
while sporty BMW was still largely a cult brand. Perhaps only Mercedes-Benz and Volvo were building
vehicles that seemed modern and
bulletproof from every angle.
By 1993, things had changed
dramatically. Japan was renowned
for building excellent automobiles.
In the form of Lexus, Infiniti, and
Acura, they upended German dominance of the luxury segment, and
rendered American titans Cadillac
and Lincoln utterly impotent. Acura’s moonshot sports car, the NSX,
sent Ferrari back to school. Porsche
devoted its then-meager resources to a sweet-handling entry-level
sports car called the Boxster that
bought the company enough time
to develop a real cash cow, the Cayenne SUV. Even the Americans had
begun to turn it around. The ’93
Chevy Camaro Z28 boasted 275
horsepower, a figure not seen from
that nameplate since 1972. Today,
if you’d like, you can buy a Camaro
with 650 horsepower, which, until
relatively recently was the sole province of racing engines.
So if you can do that, with a newcar warranty included, what’s the
appeal of the eighties to nineties
era? In short, in the mid-to-late
1980s, automobiles became good
again, with gems like Honda’s Civic
Si and Ford’s 5.0 Mustangs shining
brightly. In the 1990s, they became
legitimately great driver’s machines,
offering heretofore undreamt-of
performance. After a decade’s darkness, cars of this renaissance have
sparked a fervor among those they
first imprinted upon.
Bearing a name that riffs on England’s Goodwood Estate, home to
some of the world’s most revered
automotive gatherings, the RADwood series of car shows has ex-
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